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the eight. It is a mark of the magnitude of their inter-
national reputation, Davy was devoted to the affairs of the
Royal Society. He was an active secretary, and many papers
were communicated to the Transactions through him.
During 1807 he continued his electro-chemical re-
searches. In his first Bakerian Lecture he had plainly
expressed his expectation that no chemical compound would
be able to withstand the decomposing effects of electrical
machines of sufficient power. As early as 1800 he had
followed Henry in the attempt to decompose potash by
electricity, but found that the solution of potash was merely
made stronger at one of the poles by the action of the
current. In 1807 he returned to the problem of the com-
position of potash and soda. He suspected that these sub-
stances could not be elements, partly by analogy with
ammonia. This volatile alkali contained hydrogen and
nitrogen. Perhaps in the denser alkalies, such as potash,
the hydrogen might be replaced by a denser substance, such
as phosphorus or sulphur. No combinations of these
substances with nitrogen were known, so "it was probable
that there might be unknown combinations." The later
chemists of the nineteenth century were shocked by this
train of deduction, but it was splendidly sufficient for its
purpose. The possible existence in potash of an element
heavier than hydrogen was Davy's significant and sufficient
inspiration.
Another inspiration of Davy's, which seemed mistaken
to the nineteenth-century chemists, was his profound con-
viction that nitrogen was not an elementary substance. He
spent much time on attempts to decompose it, necessarily
without success. But in the deepest view his inspiration is
now seen to be correct, for the nitrogen atom was the first
to be disintegrated by Rutherford and his successors in our
own time. Davy rightly suspected that a substance which
so markedly lacked clear-cut chemical properties could not
be simple, or as we should say now, could not be sym-
metrical and hence strong in structure,
Davy's power of looking directly at phenomena as they
are, and not as they appear through the spectacles of theory,

